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God and Creation
* Begin to get to know God and find out why God is
so important to Christians.
* Marvel at the things God has made in the world.
Incarnation

Communication and Language

Physical Development

* Talk about experiences and things that are important to them.

* Managing own personal needs, eg putting on coat,
getting undressed/dressed for PE, turning clothes

* Opportunities to talk, listen and respond to each other.

round the right way, using the toilet, etc.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
* Make new friends and learn everybody’s name.

* Think about birthdays.
* Learn about baby Jesus and the first Christmas.
* Find out why Jesus is important to Christians.

* Say ‘goodbye’ to mummy/daddy and be happy to stay.
* Learn the routines and rules of the classroom and around school.
* Try new activities, take turns and share things with others.

Literacy

fiction books about houses/homes.

* Begin to use recognisable letter
shapes in their ‘have-a-go’ writing.
* Use writing in their play and to write
eg lists, cards, captions and labels.
Phonics
* Learn the ‘Song of Sounds’ song.
* Sound talk with Mr Croc.
* Meet ‘Felicity the Phoneme Fairy’
and find out about letter sounds.
* Begin to blend and segment sounds.

* Travel over, under, around and along different
pieces of equipment with increasing control.
* Throw, catch, kick, push and pat different objects.
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* Have-a-go at simple storytelling.

Writing

* Begin to form other letters/numbers correctly and
hold mark making tools with a pincer grip.

Knock Knock

Reading
* Read a range of fiction and non-

* Be introduced to the Oxford Reading
Tree family and early reading books.

* Write the letters in their name correctly.

Mathematical Development
Number
* Counting to 10 and beyond.
* Recognising/ordering numbers to 10.
* Begin to write numbers to 10.

Understanding the World
* Be happy to talk about the things that
they do with their family and friends.
* Explore the classroom (inside/outside)
and be taken for a tour around school.
* Observe the seasonal changes as they
occur around school – Harvest, Autumn.
* Be involved in gardening activities.
* Use the computers and explore the
software, eg Early Essentials, CBeebies
and Purple Mash.

Expressive Arts and Design
* Sing songs and make simple rhythms.
* Begin to learn how to mix their own
colours when painting with the powder paint.
* Use different materials to print patterns
from, eg apples, leaves, Numicon, etc.
* Learn how to use simple tools (scissors,
glue sticks, sellotape) when making things.
* Handle food and utensils in cooking.
* Play co-operatively with others in role play
situations and with the small world toys.

* Matching numerals to quantities.
* Know that numbers tell you how many
are in the group.
* Compare numbers and know which is
bigger and which is smaller.
* Finding 1 more/1 less than a number.
* Explore the uses of Numicon.
Space, Shape and Measures
* Sort and recognise 2D shapes.
* Begin to describe the properties of
2D shapes.
* Make simple repeat patterns.

